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Abstract
We consider phases of matter at finite charge density which spontaneously
break spatial translations. Without taking a hydrodynamic limit we iden-
tify a boost invariant incoherent current operator. We also derive expres-
sions for the small frequency behaviour of the thermoelectric conductivi-
ties generalising those that have been derived in a translationally invariant
context. Within holographic constructions we show that the DC conduc-
tivity for the incoherent current can be obtained from a solution to a
Stokes flow for an auxiliary fluid on the black hole horizon combined with
specific thermodynamic quantities associated with the equilibrium black
hole solutions.
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1 Introduction
Studying the thermoelectric transport properties of quantum critical states of matter
at finite charge density is a topic of great theoretical and practical importance. For
‘clean systems’, i.e. systems that are translationally invariant and hence without a
mechanism for momentum to dissipate, it is well known that the DC conductivities
are infinite. More precisely, the translation invariance implies that momentum is
conserved and this leads to the appearance of a delta function in the thermoelectric
AC conductivities at zero frequency.
For translationally invariant systems the notion of an ‘incoherent current’ was
introduced in [1], building on [2]. This was defined to be a linear combination of the
electric and heat currents that has zero overlap with the momentum operator. Using
the hydrodynamic results of [3], which implicitly assumed that the system was not in
a superfluid state, it is then easy to see that the incoherent current should have finite
DC conductivity, [σinc]DC . In first order relativistic hydrodynamics, there is only
one independent transport coefficient for both neutral systems as well as systems
at finite chemical potential. In this context, the retarded two point function of the
incoherent current operator provides a generalisation of the Kubo formula for that
transport coefficient which is appropriate for systems at finite chemical potential. It
was shown in [1] that expressions for the low frequency behaviour of the thermoelectric
conductivities can be expressed in terms of [σinc]DC and certain thermodynamics
quantities. Furthermore, it was also shown how [σinc]DC can be calculated within a
specific class of holographic models from data at the black hole horizon.
The goal of this short paper is to generalise some of these results to phases of
relativistic systems, held at finite chemical potential with respect to an abelian sym-
metry, that break translations spontaneously. Our general arguments, which are
rather simple, will not assume any hydrodynamic limit of the system. That is, for
a given temperature we will allow for phases with arbitrary spatial modulation. We
will identify a universal boost-invariant incoherent current and argue that when there
is no superfluid the low frequency behaviour of the thermoelectric conductivities can
still be expressed in terms of certain thermodynamics quantities as well as the finite
incoherent DC conductivity, [σinc]DC . Within a holographic context, describing a
strongly coupled system, we also explain how [σinc]DC can be calculated in terms of a
Stokes flow on the spatially modulated black hole horizon, supplemented with some
thermodynamic quantities of the background. This extends the results of [4] that
obtained the DC conductivities for holographic systems for which the translations
are explicitly broken.
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Naturally, we will focus on the properties of spatially modulated phases that
are thermodynamically preferred. Such phases, which may have anisotropic spatial
modulation, necessarily satisfy the condition 〈T¯ ij〉 = pδij, where T¯ ij is the constant
zero mode part of the spatial components of the stress tensor [5, 6]. However, since
spatially modulated phases in which this condition is not satisfied have been analysed
in a holographic context in [7] we briefly comment on some of the modified formula
in appendix A. In particular our general results on how to derive the [σinc]DC within
holography immediately lead to the result presented in [7] for the specific holographic
model studied there.
More generally, charge and spin density waves and their impact on the phe-
nomenology of condensed matter systems have been of central interest for a long time
e.g. [8]. Some more recent work on thermoelectric transport for phases that sponta-
neously break translations has appeared in [9], which included the effects of disorder
and pinning in a hydrodynamic description, as well as in a number of holographic
studies, including [10–12] and brane probe models [13,14]. An interesting open topic,
which is left for the future, would be to derive the effective hydrodynamic descrip-
tion of the specific examples of spontaneously formed density wave states which have
already been studied within holography, along the lines of [15].
2 Boost invariant incoherent current
Consider a relativistic quantum field theory at finite temperature defined on flat
spacetime. We will consider the system to be held at constant chemical potential,
µ, with respect to an abelian global symmetry. We will also allow for the possibil-
ity for additional deformations of the Hamiltonian by a scalar operator Oφ that is
parametrised by the constant source φs. If Oφ is odd under time reversal invariance
then a non-zero φs will explicitly break time reversal invariance.
We are particularly interested in phases in which spatial translations are bro-
ken spontaneously, but our analysis will also cover translationally invariant phases.
We will assume that the system reaches local thermodynamic equilibrium satisfying
periodic boundary conditions generated by a set of lattice vectors {Li}. Thus, the
expectation values of the stress tensor density, 〈T µν〉, the conserved abelian current
density, 〈Jµ〉, as well 〈Oφ〉 are all functions of the spatial coordinates, x, which
are taken to be cartesian coordinates, that are invariant under shifts by any of
the lattice vectors. For any such function, A(x), the zero mode is denoted by A¯,
with A¯ =
∮
A ≡ 1
vol
∫ {Li}
{0} dxA(x), where the volume of a unit cell of the lattice is
vol ≡ ∫ {Li}{0} dx.
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It is important to recall that the thermodynamically preferred configurations will
necessarily satisfy certain constraints on the zero modes of these expectation values
[5, 6]. In particular, by ensuring that the free energy is minimised over the moduli
space of spontaneously generated lattices, we must have 〈T¯ ij〉 ≡ tij = pδij, where p
is the spatially averaged constant pressure density and is related to the free energy
density, w, via w = −p. Defining the total charge density ρ ≡ 〈J¯ t〉, the total energy
density ε ≡ −〈T¯ tt〉, and the total entropy density s, we also have the fundamental
thermodynamic relation Ts+ρµ = ε+p. It was also shown in [5] that the zero mode
of the heat current must vanish, 〈Q¯i〉 = 0, where we recall that Qi ≡ −T it − µJ i. If
the global U(1) symmetry is not spontaneously broken, which will be the principle
focus of this paper, by extending the arguments of [5], we can invoke invariance under
large gauge transformations with gauge parameter Λ = xi qi to argue that 〈J¯ i〉 = 0
as well. On the other hand for a superfluid one can have 〈Q¯i〉 = 0 with 〈J¯ i〉 6= 0 since
a non-trivial external gauge field of the form Ai = qi cannot be gauged away, being
associated with a supercurrent. However, for the thermodynamically preferred phase
obtained by minimising the free energy with respect to qi, we have once again that
〈J¯ i〉 = 0. We also note here that P(i) ≡ T¯ ti is the time independent charge associated
with the total momentum density operator in the ith direction.
We now deduce some simple facts about the two-point functions for the current-
current retarded Green’s functions. These can be obtained from Ward identities,
generalising [16], but we find it illuminating to obtain them by generating a time-
dependent perturbation via the coordinate transformation
xi → xi + λe−iωt ξi , (2.1)
where λ is a small parameter and ξi is a constant vector. Notice that for small ω this
is a translation combined with a Galilean boost. By taking the Lie derivative with
respect to the vector kµ = (0, λe−iωt ξi), we easily determine how various quantities
transform. The transformed metric is ds2 = −dt2 + δijdxidxj−2iω λe−iωt ξidxidt and
the perturbation δgti = −iω λe−iωt ξi parametrises a source for the operator T ti in the
action. Equivalently, it generates1 a spatially independent source in the Hamiltonian
associated with the operator −T it = Qi + µJ i and with parameter +iωλe−iωtξi.
The coordinate transformation also modifies the stress tensor and current densities
1It also can be viewed as generating a source in the Hamiltonian for the operator T ti with
parameter +iωλe−iωtξi.
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and we find
δT tt =λe
−iωt
(
ξk∂kT
t
t + iωξiT
i
t
)
, δT ti = λe
−iωtξk∂kT
t
i ,
δT it =λe
−iωt
(
ξk∂kT
i
t + iω
[
ξi T tt − ξjT ij
])
,
δT ij =λe
−iωt
(
ξk∂kT
i
j + iωξ
iT tj
)
, δOφ = λe−iωt ξk∂kOφ ,
δJ t =λe−iωt ξk∂kJ
t , δJ i = λe−iωt
(
ξk∂kJ
i + iωξiJ t
)
. (2.2)
Focussing now on the zero modes we have
δT¯ tt =λe
−iωtiωξiT¯
i
t , δT¯
t
i = 0 ,
δT¯ it =λe
−iωtiω
[
ξi T¯ tt − ξjT¯ ij
]
, δT¯ ij = λe
−iωtiωξiT¯ tj ,
δJ¯ t =0 , δJ¯ i = λe−iωtiωJ¯ t ξi , δO¯φ = 0 . (2.3)
In particular, we notice from the first line that while the Hamiltonian has changed,
the total momentum density operator is unchanged δP(i) ≡ δT¯ ti = 0 (and it is worth
highlighting that δT¯ it 6= 0).
From these expressions we can immediately read off the one-point function re-
sponses of the system to the source for the operator Qi + µJ i, with parameter
+iωλe−iωtξi. For example, we have
δ〈T¯ it〉 =− λe−iωtiωξi(ε+ p) , δ〈J¯ i〉 = λe−iωtiωρ ξi . (2.4)
Hence, we can immediately deduce, in particular, that
G
J
i
(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = ρ δij , G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = (ε+ p)δij . (2.5)
Here we are using the notation for the retarded Green’s functions discussed in [17],
with GAB(ω,k) determining the zero mode linear response of an operator A to the
application of a source for the operator B parametrised by a single Fourier mode
labelled by (ω,k).
We can obtain further information using Onsager’s relations, which relate Green’s
functions in a given background to those in a background with time-reversed sources.
In the set-ups we are considering the only possible source that breaks time reversal
invariance is the scalar source φs in the particular case when the operator O is odd
under time-reversal. Thus, for example, we have in general G
J
i
Q
j(ω,0) = G′
Q
j
J
i(ω,0),
where the prime denotes the background with the opposite sign for φs. Now, sup-
pose that we consider the time reversed background and then carry out exactly the
same transformations as above. We then deduce the results (2.5) for the primed
Green’s functions, i.e. in the time reversed background, with exactly the same right
4
hand sides (since they are inert under time-reversal): G′
J
i
(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = ρ δij and
G′
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = (ε + p)δij. Using Onsager’s relations on these expressions,
and that they are explicitly symmetric in i and j, we can deduce that for the Green’s
functions in the original background, in addition to (2.5) we also have
G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)J
j(ω,0) =ρ δij . (2.6)
As a corollary, we also have, in the original background, G
J
i
Q
j(ω,0) = G
Q
i
J
j(ω,0).
After multiplying (2.5), (2.6) by i/ω we then deduce the following relations for
the thermoelectric AC conductivity
µσij(ω) + Tαij(ω) =
iρ
ω
δij ,
µT α¯ij(ω) + T κ¯ij(ω) =
iTs
ω
δij , (2.7)
and we also have αij(ω) = α¯ij(ω). The pole at ω = 0 is associated with a delta
function via the Kramers-Kro¨nig relations, and is due to conservation of momentum
(since any breaking of translations is assumed to be spontaneous). In the case that
there is no scalar source associated with breaking of time reversal invariance, then
we also have that σij(ω), αij(ω) = α¯ij(ω) and κ¯ij(ω) are all symmetric matrices.
We now define the incoherent current operator
J iinc ≡ (ε+ p)J i + ρT it = TsJ i − ρQi . (2.8)
For the backgrounds we are considering we have J¯ iinc = TsJ¯
i, which is zero both
when the U(1) symmetry is not spontaneously broken and also for superfluids in the
thermodynamically preferred phase. We also notice that δJ¯ iinc = 0, showing that J¯
i
inc
is an invariant quantity under the finite frequency boosts (2.1). From (2.5) and (2.6)
we have
G
J
i
inc(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)J
j
inc
(ω,0) = 0 . (2.9)
Furthermore, defining the incoherent conductivity via σijinc(ω) ≡ iωGJiincJjinc(ω) we
have
σijinc(ω) = (Ts)
2σij(ω)− 2(Ts)ρTαij(ω) + ρ2T κ¯ij(ω) . (2.10)
At this juncture we now assume that the U(1) is unbroken (i.e. no superfluid).
In this case since σijinc(ω) is a boost invariant quantity then we expect it to be a finite
quantity at ω = 0. Continuing now with this assumption it is convenient to define
[σijinc]DC ≡ σijinc(ω = 0) and also
σij0 ≡
1
(ε+ p)2
[σijinc]DC . (2.11)
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As we have already seen there are poles in the thermoelectric conductivity matri-
ces, and hence associated delta functions which we suppress for the moment. If we
now assume that the analytic structure of the Green’s functions is such that we can
write σ(ω)→ i
ω
x+ y, as ω → 0, where x, y are constant matrices, then using (2.7) to
get expressions for α and κ¯ as ω → 0, as well as demanding that the pole is absent
in σinc(ω) we immediately deduce that we can write, as ω → 0,
σij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρ2
ε+ p
δij + σij0 ,
T α¯ij = Tαij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρTs
ε+ p
δij − µσij0 ,
T κ¯ij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
(Ts)2
ε+ p
δij + µ2σij0 , (2.12)
and here we have included the delta functions. This is our first main result.
Some simple corollaries now follow. We first recall that the electrical conductivity
at zero total heat current can be expressed as σQ¯=0(ω) ≡ σ(ω)− Tα(ω)κ¯(ω)−1α¯(ω),
while the thermal conductivity at zero total electric current is given by κ(ω) ≡
κ¯(ω) − T α¯(ω)σ(ω)−1α(ω). From (2.12) we deduce that σQ¯=0(ω) and also κ(ω), if
ρ 6= 0, are both finite as ω → 0 with
σij
Q¯=0
(ω)→ (ε+ p)
2
(Ts)2
σij0 , κ
ij(ω)→ (ε+ p)
2
ρ2
σij0 . (2.13)
Furthermore, since αij(ω) = α¯ij(ω), we can write
σijinc(ω) = (Ts)
2σij
Q¯=0
(ω) + [Tακ¯−1α(Ts− ρα−1κ¯)2]ij(ω) , (2.14)
and we note that the second term vanishes as ω → 0.
3 Holography
Within holography, phases with spontaneously broken translations are described by
black holes with planar horizons with a metric, gauge field and scalar which, generi-
cally, all depend periodically on all of the spatial directions. Such horizons also arise
for “holographic lattices”, i.e. black hole solutions which are dual to field theories
that have been deformed by operators which explicitly break spatial translations.
In both cases, following [4], we briefly summarise how one can obtain the ther-
moelectric conductivity of the black hole horizon. To simplify the discussion we only
consider background configurations that have vanishing magnetisation currents and
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moreover time-reversal invariance is not broken, either explicitly or spontaneously2.
We will also assume we are not in a superfluid phase.
One first applies a suitable DC perturbation to the full black hole solution that
is linear in the time coordinate and parametrised by DC sources Ei and ζi, which
are taken to be constant throughout the bulk spacetime. It can then be shown that
on the black hole horizon a subset of the perturbation must satisfy a Stokes flow
for an auxiliary fluid, with sources Ei and ζi. Solving these Stokes equations gives
local currents on the horizon, QiH and J
i
H , which depend periodically on the spatial
coordinates. Determining the zero modes of these currents, denoted by Q¯iH and
J¯ iH , and relating them to Ei and ζi we then obtain, by definition, the horizon DC
conductivities σijH , α
ij
H , α¯
ij
H and κ¯
ij
H . In the absence of Killing vectors on the black hole
horizon geometry, these will be uniquely defined and finite quantities. Since we are
assuming that the background is time-reversal invariant, σijH and κ¯
ij
H are symmetric
matrices and also αijH = α¯
ji
H .
In the case of holographic lattices, i.e. when the translations have been explicitly
broken, all DC conductivities of the dual field theory will be finite and σijH , α
ij
H , α¯
ij
H ,
κ¯ijH are equal to the associated DC conductivities σ
ij
DC , α
ij
DC , α¯
ij
DC , κ¯
ij
DC of the dual
field theory [4]. This result follows after showing that the zero modes of the currents
on the horizon, Q¯iH and J¯
i
H , which are finite, are equal to the zero modes of the
currents at the holographic boundary.
Turning to the case that translations have been broken spontaneously, the DC
conductivities of the dual field theory contain infinities due to the presence of Gold-
stone modes. Thus, σijH , α
ij
H , α¯
ij
H , κ¯
ij
H , which are finite, are certainly not equal to the
σijDC , α
ij
DC , α¯
ij
DC , κ¯
ij
DC , the DC conductivities of the dual field theory. However, since
the zero modes of the currents on the horizon Q¯iH and J¯
i
H , are finite and, moreover,
they are still equal to the zero modes of the currents at the holographic boundary,
this seems paradoxical. The simple resolution is that the full linearised perturbation
about the black hole solution, with sources parametrised by Ei and ζi and regular
at the black hole horizon, is no longer unique in the bulk spacetime. Indeed, when
translations are broken spontaneously, by carrying out a coordinate transformation
of the bulk solution, we can generate additional time dependent solutions that are
regular at the horizon and without additional sources at the AdS boundary, as we
explain in more detail in appendix B.
Nevertheless, in the case that translations are broken spontaneously we know that
there is a finite DC conductivity, namely [σinc]
ij
DC ≡ σijinc(ω → 0), and this quantity
2More general discussions, including a careful treatment of transport currents, can be found
in [18,19].
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can be obtained from a Stokes flow on the horizon. One applies a DC perturbation
in which we source the incoherent current, J iinc, but not the current Q
i + µJ i, and
this is achieved3 by taking ζi = − ρTsEi. Solving the Stokes flow on the horizon with
this source, one obtains a local incoherent current on the horizon, whose zero mode
is also the zero mode of the incoherent current in the boundary theory, J¯inc. Since we
have J¯ iinc =
(
(Ts)2σijH − Tsρ[TαijH + T α¯ijH ] + ρ2T κ¯ijH
)
Ej/(Ts) we deduce that when
translations are broken spontaneously4 [σinc]
ij
DC is given by
[σinc]
ij
DC = (Ts)
2σijH − Tsρ[TαijH + T α¯ijH ] + ρ2T κ¯ijH . (3.1)
In particular, we deduce that the DC conductivity for the incoherent current of the
field theory can be expressed in terms of the horizon DC conductivities, obtained from
the solution to the Stokes flow on the horizon, combined with specific thermodynamic
quantities of the equilibrium black hole solutions, which also can be obtained from
the horizon. This is the second main result of this paper.
We repeat that, in general, the individual horizon conductivities on the right hand
side of (3.1) are not the same as those of the boundary field theory. In particular,
despite that fact that from (2.14) we have [σinc]
ij
DC = (Ts)
2σij
Q¯=0
(ω → 0) we do not
have, in general, σij
Q¯=0
(ω → 0) = σij
Q¯H=0
, where σQ¯H=0 ≡ σH − TαH κ¯−1H α¯H is the
horizon DC conductivity for vanishing zero mode of the horizon heat current.
To further clarify this point, it is illuminating to now consider the black hole
horizon to be a small perturbation about a flat planar space, parametrised by a small
number λ. It was shown in [4, 20] that the horizon conductivities σijH , α
ij
H , α¯
ij
H , κ¯
ij
H
are of order λ−2 but σQ¯H=0 is of order λ
0, with order λ corrections. As we explain in
appendix C, by extending the results of [4, 20] we can actually deduce that
[σinc]
ij
DC = (Ts)
2σij
Q¯H=0
(λ) +O(λ2) , (3.2)
and [σinc]
ij
DC 6= (Ts)2σijQ¯H=0(λ), in general. If we let Tc be the temperature for the
phase transition that spontaneously breaks translations, then for temperatures just
3This can by seen by writing J˜A = MABJB , where J˜A = (J
inc, Q + µJ), JA = (J
i, Qi) and
deducing that the corresponding transformed sources are s˜ = (MT )−1s in order that JT s = J˜T s˜.
Furthermore, if we set ζi = − ρTsEi we have s˜ = (E/(Ts), 0).
4In the case of translationally invariant backgrounds, the horizon has Killing vectors and there is
not a unique solution to the Stokes equations on the horizon. Specifically, we can have vi proportional
to a Killing vector on the horizon, with p, w constant, in the notation of [4, 20]. However, this
ambiguity drops out of the incoherent current on the horizon, J iHinc ≡ (Ts)J iH − ρQiH , which in
this setting is constant. Furthermore, applying sources with ζi = − ρTsEi and writing J iHinc =
[σinc]
ij
DCEj/(Ts) we can obtain an expression for [σinc]
ij
DC . For example, for the general class of
models considered in [4, 20], we get [σinc]
ij
DC = (Ts)
2√g0gij0 Z0. This gives an alternative approach
to obtaining [σinc]
ij
DC than that discussed in [1].
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below Tc the horizon will be a small deformation away from flat space, parametrised
5
by λ ∼ (1 − T/Tc)1/2. Since, by direct calculation as in footnote 4, the value of
[σinc]DC for the translation invariant background for temperatures above Tc is the
same as (Ts)2σQ¯H=0(λ→ 0), we see that [σinc]DC is continuous as the temperature is
lowered.
We can also consider λ to parametrise a small explicit breaking of translations
added to a system that spontaneously breaks translations. In this case, all of the
individual thermoelectric conductivity matrices of the dual field theory are finite and
equal to the horizon quantities. In this case it will only be near T = Tc in which the
horizon is a small deformation about flat space and then one can expand in either λ
or (1− T/Tc)1/2.
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A Non-thermodynamically preferred phases
If we consider the system in thermal equilibrium, but do not assume that we have
minimised the action with respect to the size and shape of the spontaneously formed
lattice, as in [7], then the formulas in the text are modified slightly. It is helpful to
introduce the symmetric matrix mij defined by
mij ≡ (ε− µρ) δij + tij , (A.1)
so that for the thermodynamically preferred branches we have mij = Tsδij.
Equations (2.5),(2.6) get modified to
G
J
i
(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)J
j(ω,0) = ρ δij ,
G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = [m+ µρ]ij . (A.2)
5Here we are assuming that the phase transition has mean field exponents, with the expectation
value of the order parameter proportional to (1 − T/Tc)1/2. This implies that the horizon can be
expanded in the same parameter about flat space.
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This implies that (2.7) should be changed to
µσij(ω) + Tαij(ω) =
iρ
ω
δij ,
µT α¯ij(ω) + T κ¯ij(ω) =
i
ω
mij , (A.3)
and αij(ω) = α¯ij(ω). The definition of the incoherent current operator is modified to
J iinc ≡ [mJ ]i − ρQi . (A.4)
From (A.2) we have
G
J
i
inc(Q
j
+µJ
j
)
(ω,0) = G
(Q
i
+µJ
i
)J
j
inc
(ω,0) = 0 , (A.5)
and the incoherent conductivity, σijinc(ω) ≡ iωGJiincJjinc(ω), is given by
σijinc(ω) = [mσ(ω)m]
ij − ρ[Tα(ω)m+mTα(ω)]ij + ρ2T κ¯ij(ω) . (A.6)
Writing σ(ω) → i
ω
x + y, as ω → 0, where x, y are constant matrices, as in the
text, we deduce that
σij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρ2[(m+ µρ)−1]ij + σij0 ,
T α¯ij = Tαij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρ[m(m+ µρ)−1]ij − µσij0 ,
T κ¯ij(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
[m2(m+ µρ)−1]ij + µ2σij0 , (A.7)
where
σij0 ≡ [(m+ µρ)−1[σinc]DC(m+ µρ)−1]ij , (A.8)
and [σinc]
ij
DC = σ
ij
inc(ω = 0).
In the holographic setting, in order to get [σinc]
ij
DC we can solve the Stokes flow
on the horizon with the following constraint on the sources: ζi = −ρ(m−1E)i. This
leads to
[σinc]
ij
DC = [mσHm]
ij − ρT [α¯Hm+mαH ]ij + ρ2T κ¯ijH . (A.9)
Once again we can obtain [σinc]
ij
DC from horizon data supplemented with thermody-
namic properties of the background. It is worth noting that here, in contrast to (3.1),
not all of the thermodynamic quantities can be obtained directly from the horizon.
The above formulae simplify somewhat for the special case of spatially isotropic
phases in which all of the horizon conductivities are proportional to the identity
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matrix and furthermore tij = tδij, so that mij = (Ts + w + t)δij. In this setting we
have
σ(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρ2
ε+ t
+ σ0 ,
T α¯ = Tα(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
ρ(Ts+ w + t)
ε+ t
− µσ0 ,
T κ¯(ω)→
(
piδ(ω) +
i
ω
)
(Ts+ w + t)2
ε+ t
+ µ2σ0 , (A.10)
where
σ0 =
1
(ε+ t)2
[σinc]DC . (A.11)
In the holographic setting, for this special case, we can write
[σinc]DC = (Ts+ w + t)
2σQ¯H=0 + Tα
2κ¯−1(Ts+ w + t− ρα−1κ¯)2 . (A.12)
For the special case of an isotropic Q-lattice with d spatial dimensions we can be
more explicit and this will allow us to recover the result of [7] for [σinc]DC who used a
different approach. Using the same notation as in section 4.1 of [20] the breaking of
translations is specified by a matrix Dij, which for an isotropic lattice can be written
as Dij ≡ Dδij. Substituting the results of [20] into (A.12) then easily gives
[σinc]DC = (Ts+ w + t)
2(
s
4pi
)(d−2)/dZH +
4piρ2(w + t)2
sD . (A.13)
Combining this with (A.11) and setting d = 2, we obtain equation (74) of [7] after
identifying w + t with −2K in their notation.
B Bulk non-uniqueness
We consider a holographic theory describing a relativistic quantum field theory at
finite temperature defined on flat spacetime. The system is held at constant chemical
potential, µ, with respect to an abelian global symmetry and we will also allow for
the possibility for additional deformations of the Hamiltonian by an uncharged scalar
operator Oφ that is parameterised by the constant φs.
We consider the following bulk coordinate transformations
xi → xi − ui(t+ S(r)) , t→ t− vixi , (B.1)
as well as a gauge transformation with parameter Λ = µwix
i, where ui, vi and wi
are all constant vectors. Here S(r) is a function of the holographic radial coordinate
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such that S(r) = ln r
4piT
+ ... near the horizon, located at r → 0, and S(r) → 0 as
one approaches the AdS boundary located at r →∞. This transformation adds the
following boundary sources:
δgti = vi − δijuj, δAi = µ(wi − vi) . (B.2)
In particular, setting vi = δiju
j and wi = vi gives a source free transformation that is
regular at the black hole horizon. This means that, demanding a given set of sources
on the AdS boundary combined with regularity at the black hole horizon, does not
lead to a unique solution to the bulk equations of motion.
If we take the parameters to be infinitesimal perturbations we also deduce the
following transformations on the currents in the boundary field theory:
δ〈J i〉 =− tuk∂k〈J i〉+ ui〈J t〉 ,
δ〈T it〉 =− tuk∂k〈T it〉+ ui〈T tt〉 − uj〈T ij〉 . (B.3)
If we consider the zero modes we have
δ〈J¯ i〉 =uiρ ,
δ〈T¯ it〉 =− uj(εδij + tikδjk) , (B.4)
and also δ〈Q¯i〉 = −δ〈T¯ it〉 − µδ〈J¯ i〉 = ujmikδjk.6 We see that both 〈J¯ i〉 and 〈Q¯i〉 are
changed by this transformation (when ρ 6= 0). In particular, this means that the DC
thermoelectric conductivity matrix is not well defined (when ρ 6= 0). Note, however,
that δ〈J¯ iinc〉 = 0.
This non-uniqueness of bulk solutions (and of the currents 〈J¯ i〉 and 〈Q¯i〉) means
that we must be careful when calculating the DC conductivities. A solution to the
perturbed equations parametrised by Ei, ζi may be found for which the DC current
response is finite everywhere (including at the horizon and at the boundary), but
when this is not the unique solution for the current, the associated DC conductivity
will not be well-defined. The conclusion is that when calculating DC conductivities, it
is important to first establish that the associated current response is uniquely defined.
C Perturbative Lattice
We follow the analysis and notation of [4, 20] which focussed on Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton theory with Lagrangian density L = R − V (φ) − 1
4
Z(φ)F 2 − 1
2
(∂φ)2. For
6Note that on the thermodynamically preferred branch we have δ〈J¯ i〉 = uiρ, δ〈T¯ it〉 = −ui(ε+p)
and δQ¯i = uiTs
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the black holes of interest, which preserve time reversal invariance, we assume that
at the black hole horizon we can expand about a flat geometry using a perturbative
parameter λ:
g(0)ij = g δij + λh
(1)
ij + · · · , Z(0)a(0)t = a+ λ a(1) + · · · ,
φ(0) = ψ(0) + λψ(1) + · · · , Z(0) = z(0) + λ z(1) + · · · , (C.1)
with a, z(0), ψ(0) and g being constant and the sub-leading terms are functions of,
generically, all of the spatial coordinates xi and they respect the lattice symmetry.
We can calculate the entropy density s =
∮
sH and the charge density ρ =
∮
ρH on
the horizon using
sH ≡ 4pi√g(0) = 4pigd/2(1 + λ
h(1)
2g
+ · · · ),
ρH ≡ √g(0)Z(0)a(0)t = agd/2(1 + λ(
h(1)
2g
+
a(1)
a
) + · · · ) , (C.2)
where h(1) = δijh
(1)
ij and d is the number of spatial dimensions. We thus
7 have
s = 4pigd/2 +O(λ) and ρ = agd/2 +O(λ).
As shown in [4, 20], we can solve the horizon constraint equations perturbatively
in λ using the following expansion:
vi =
1
λ2
vi(0) +
1
λ
vi(1) + v
i
(2) + · · · , w =
1
λ
w(1) + w(2) + · · · ,
p =
1
λ
p(1) + p(2) + · · · , (C.3)
where vi(0) is constant. In [4, 20], this then yields a solution for the horizon DC ther-
moelectric conductivities σijH , α
ij
H , α¯
ij
H and κ¯
ij
H , which all have leading order behaviour
of order 1/λ2.
We can now make some additional observations. We can calculate the zero modes
of the electric and heat current as follows.
J¯ i(0) ≡
∮ √
g(0)Z
(0)(a
(0)
t v
i + gij(0)(∂jw + Ej)) =
∮
ρHv
i +O(λ0) ,
=
∮
ρH(
1
λ2
vi(0) +
1
λ
vi(1)) +O(λ0) = (
1
λ2
ρvi(0) +
1
λ
ρv¯i(1)) +O(λ0) ,
= ρv¯i +O(λ0) . (C.4)
7Note that if preferred, one could absorb the zero modes of all the sub-leading terms in (C.1)
into the leading terms, g, a, etc. and then s and ρ could be expressed in terms of the resummed,
constant, leading terms plus corrections that would be of order O(λ2) (since, as we see from (C.2),
the O(λ) pieces would vanish when integrated over the spatial coordinates).
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Similarly,
Q¯i(0) ≡ 4piT
∮ √
g(0)v
i ,
= Tsv¯i +O(λ0) . (C.5)
We thus have ρQ¯i(0) = sT J¯
i
(0) + O(λ0), which means that ρT (κ¯ijHζj + α¯ijHEj) =
sT (σijHEj + Tα
ij
Hζj) +O(λ0). Since this holds for arbitrary Ej and ζj, we must have:
σijH =
ρ
s
α¯ijH +O(λ0) ,
αijH =
ρ
sT
κ¯ijH +O(λ0) . (C.6)
The Onsager relations for this time-reversal invariant background imply that αijH =
α¯jiH , σ
ij
H = σ
ji
H and κ¯
ij
H = κ¯
ji
H , and so:
σijH =
ρ2
s2T
κ¯ijH +O(λ0) ,
αijH = α¯
ij
H +O(λ0) =
ρ
sT
κ¯ijH +O(λ0) . (C.7)
We can use this to confirm that
σQ¯H=0 ≡ σH − TαH κ¯−1H α¯H = O(λ0) ,
κH ≡ κ¯H − T α¯Hσ−1H αH = O(λ0) . (C.8)
Furthermore, using (C.7) we find
ρα¯−1H κ¯H = sT +O(λ2) , ρκ¯Hα−1H = sT +O(λ2) . (C.9)
Now, from (3.1) we can write the DC conductivity for the incoherent current as
[σinc]DC =(Ts)
2σQ¯H=0 +
1
2
TαH κ¯
−1
H α¯H(Ts− ρα¯−1H κ¯H)2 +
1
2
T (Ts− ρκ¯Hα−1H )2αH κ¯−1H α¯H
+
1
2
Tρ2(α¯H − αH)α¯−1H κ¯H −
1
2
Tρ2κ¯Hα
−1
H (α¯H − αH) . (C.10)
The above results then allow us to conclude that
[σinc]DC = (Ts)
2σQ¯H=0(λ) +O(λ2) . (C.11)
Note that we don’t expect that (C.6) will continue to hold for higher orders in λ (it
arises from the very special form of the last line in (C.4) and (C.5)). Thus, in general,
[σinc]DC 6= (Ts)2σQ¯H=0 .
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